PLAN MEETINGS:
KEEPING YOUR
PLAN ON TRACK
THINK FURTHER FOR RETIREMENT

When you established your retirement plan, you set objectives such as offering competitive
benefits to attract and retain talented employees and helping your employees achieve a financially
secure retirement. You also took on the fiduciary responsibility for managing the plan and its
assets. Regularly scheduled plan meetings are one of the most effective vehicles for making sure
your plan stays on track, meets goals, and operates in compliance with retirement plan rules.

HELPING PLAN SPONSORS THINK FURTHER FOR THEIR RETIREMENT PLAN

Many plan sponsors view investment lineup evaluation as the primary
goal of plan meetings. This article introduces five steps to help plan
sponsors Think Further about using plan meetings to help maintain
operational compliance and fulfill their fiduciary duties to the plan.

1

BUILD A MEETING CALENDAR
Determine the appropriate schedule for reviewing goals, discussing plan features, and evaluating success.
Some plan sponsors schedule quarterly meetings to review retirement plan activity. Others opt for semi-annual or
annual plan meetings. At the beginning of each calendar year, set your meeting schedule for the entire year.
Make certain the dates are added to the calendars of all fiduciaries as well as service providers or staff who
should participate. If you have established a plan committee and adopted bylaws, make sure you are following
the plan meeting requirements of your bylaws (e.g., frequency of meetings, notice requirements).
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2

DECIDE WHO SHOULD ATTEND
All plan fiduciaries should participate in the plan meeting.
Under ERISA, those with discretionary authority to manage a plan or plan assets, referred to as “fiduciaries,” must
follow strict standards of conduct. If fiduciaries do not follow the basic fiduciary standards of conduct, they can be held
personally liable.

Plan Fiduciaries

•	Plan Sponsor—The owner of the business sponsoring the plan typically serves as a
plan fiduciary. Key management staff (such as the chief financial officer and human
resource director) also serve as fiduciaries.
•	Committee—Some employers, especially larger employers, organize a plan committee
to manage the fiduciary oversight responsibilities.

Financial Advisors

•	Plan meetings should typically include the plan’s investment professional. In addition
to providing reports and benchmarking information regarding the plan’s investments,
tap into the expertise of your financial advisor for support managing your
fiduciary responsibilities.
– Fiduciary education

– D
 ue diligence support for investments
and service providers
– Investment Policy Statement development
– Benchmarking fees

Service Providers
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•	Third Party Administrator (TPA) or Recordkeeper—Consider including your
administrative support service provider at some of your plan meetings.

BUILD A PLAN MEETING AGENDA
Build an agenda that helps you manage your fiduciary
and operational responsibilities.
Many plan sponsors rely on their financial advisor to help
them think further about their plan meeting as more
than just an investment review. The meeting provides
an opportunity to address all major plan activities a plan
sponsor should monitor on a regular basis.

Sample Plan Meeting Agenda
•A
 pproval of Agenda
•A
 pproval of Minutes
• I ndustry Update—trends, new laws or regulations
• I nvestment Review
•A
 dministrative Review
•P
 lan Participation and Engagement Statistics
•E
 ducation Meetings/Calendar
•P
 ost-Meeting Actions—action items and responsibility

Some additional items that are more strategic in
nature should be reviewed at least once each year.

Annual Review Items
•P
 lan objectives
•Y
 ear-over-year plan wellness metrics
(participation rate, retirement readiness)
•P
 lan features and enhancements
•S
 ervice provider performance and fees
• F idelity bond coverage
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KEEP MINUTES
Keep written minutes of plan meetings to demonstrate that plan fiduciaries are meeting their fiduciary duties.
Include in the written minutes a list of all key decisions made at the plan meetings and the rationale for those decisions.
Retain reports or projections that served as the basis for the decision. Make certain to assign ownership for keeping
the minutes at each meeting. Meeting minutes should be reviewed and approved at the next plan meeting. This will
help the committee monitor that proper records are being maintained of their activities and that any actions assigned
at the prior meeting were successfully completed.

5

DEFINE ACTIONS AND FOLLOW UP
At the end of each meeting, make a list of all actions
identified at the plan meeting such as plan amendments,
corrective distributions, or employee communications.

For Each Action Item, Fiduciaries Should
Include in the Minutes:

3̈Action item description
3̈Responsible individual(s)
3̈Time frame for completion

Sponsoring a retirement plan comes with some important fiduciary responsibilities. Building an effective
plan meeting process will help you manage your fiduciary responsibilities and make certain your plan is
on track to meet your business goals and the retirement savings goals of your employees.

To learn more about the responsibilities of a plan fiduciary, or to access tools
for working with plan fiduciaries, reach out to your Alger contact, email us at
retirement@alger.com or visit us at www.alger.com.
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The views expressed are the views of Fred Alger Management, LLC (“FAM”) and its
affiliates as ofJune 2022. These views are subject to change at any time and may not
represent the views of all portfolio management teams. These views should not be
interpreted as a guarantee of the future performance of the markets, any security
or any funds managed by FAM. These views are not meant to provide investment advice and should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell securities.
This material must be accompanied by the most recent fund fact sheet(s) if used in
connection with the sale of mutual fund shares. Fred Alger & Company, LLC serves
as distributor of the Alger mutual funds.
This document contains a general, high level summary of certain considerations
applicable to qualified retirement plans. This summary does not purport to be a
complete description of all the considerations applicable to a plan, plan sponsor,
fiduciary or participant and it should not be considered to be guidance of any kind
regarding a specific plan or situation and should not be relied upon as such. The
summary is based upon general principles in the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as

amended (the “Code”), the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as
amended (“ERISA”), as well as certain guidance issued under the Code and ERISA
that may be applicable, all as currently in effect at the time that this summary was
drafted, and all of which are subject to change or to differing interpretations, possibly retroactively, which could affect the continuing validity of this summary. There
should be no anticipation that this summary has been, or will be, updated for any
developments in the law or interpretation.
Tax and ERISA matters are very complicated and the consequences to plans, plan
sponsors, fiduciaries and participants will depend on the facts of a particular situation.
We encourage retirement plan sponsors, fiduciaries and participants to consult their
own advisors regarding these matters, including applicable federal, state, local and
foreign laws and the effect of any possible changes in the law.
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